
12/30/95 Er. Robert R. Deggart 
2314 Fox 4dge Road 
Ooltestah, TN 37363 

Dear i'lr. Doggart, 

Uur price list is enclosed. Also ancloded is a bit about my current book. If 

your book store does not stock it, it can get it through its usual suppliers. 

Tho questions you ask reflect how deeply concerned people have been so widely 

t 

deceived and misled by too many of those who seek fame if not also Pirtune froc iriting 
books in which they write as though they were Sherlock Holmes r:incarnated. If say 

what you do not want to hear 1  owe you the truth. Ey current book betdels by documentinh 

the highest—level official determinatioe not to investigate the crime itself. 151us there 

are no leads/for privet) pervne to follow 	an and no answers to questions about thetual 

assassins, etc., excpe by those who are utterly lost and imagine and make uo what they 

sincerely believe, most or them, that has no contact with reality. It also moans that 
there is nu reason to Wiley° the eovornment can tell us the truth, if by that you 

mean who did it. 

If you are talking about the archive of The National Archives in which 

records arc, it will not be in the future because it is and has been. I published 

documents I obtained there in 1966, in facsimile. It is a fiction that all records are 

sequestered unto 2039. Before illness forced me to curtail it I had filed a dozen of 

more lawsuits against the government under POI. and obtained about a third of a million 

pages from the FBI alone. More records, however reluctantly, are being disclosed under 

th.. 1992 Act that supposedly requires full disclosure. 

I know of rm "withheld." adsaseination films. They are all available. I under-

stand that nix's daughter claims what was returned to her was nut the original. The 

goverment avoided all the films it could, like Bronson'o. You can't get copies of the 

government copi s without permission of the onnern to whom all have been returned. 

1 regret very much that so many people have been so misinformed and risk the 

possibility of offending you by the truth. es you will see in my books, if you get them, 

I avpid all theorizing and stick to the established official fact or uee it to disprove 
it. My first book dates to 1965 and as of today I've not gotten any letter or call from Thee, 
any uf'A4em of whom I am so critical in it complaining of unfairness or inaccuracy. 

And all of those with all the theories were on the sidelines when I fought all 

those lawsuit the result/f which some use and are welcome to. But most have contempt 

for fact and prefer what oozes from the murk of thoi minds. 

I'm sorry if this disale:oints you but it is the truth, the reality. 

Sincerely, 

Harold WeislIg 



December 27, 1995 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

I am writing to inquire about obtaining a copy of each of your self-published 
books on the assassination of President Kennedy. I located your address from 
the book "High Treason" by Robert Groden and Harrison Livingstone. Please 
advise as to the availability of your work. 

I recently visited the assassination site in Dallas and became highly 
disturbed as I remembered the grief of the unknowing nation at that time. 
Since then, I have studied the numerous publications dealing with the event, 
which identify you as one of the most respected researchers of the murder. If 
you would be so kind, I would appreciate your responses to the following 

questions; 

I. Are any of the principal conspirators still alive, especially those 
directly involved in the execution? What would be their ages and locations? 

2. At this point, 32 years later, would requests from the public for the truth 
be heeded by our government, realizing that only 18 years remain until the 
archives are opened? 

3. What have become of the withheld films of the assassination (Nix, Muchmore, 
Oliver, Arnold, Bronson, et al)? Do you think that a new request under the 
Freedom of Information Act could lead to their release? 

I realize that you have no doubt been bombarded over the years with hundreds 
or thousands of these type of questions, and that you may be frustrated with 
the lack of action by our country's leaders, but I would be in your debt if 
you could state your opinion on the above. Thank you for your kind 
consideration of my request. 

Robert R. Doggart 
2814 Fox Ridge Road 
Ooltewah, TN 37363 
423 899 9127 


